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1
STORAGE ROUTER AND METHOD FOR

PROVIDING VIRTUAL LOCAL STORAGE

RELATED APPLICATIONS

This application is a continuation of, and claims priority
from, US. patent application Ser. No. 09/001,799, filed on
Dec. 31, 1997 now US. Pat. No. 5,941,972, now pending,
the entire contects of which are hereby incorporated by
reference herein.

TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates in general to network storage
devices, and more particularly to a storage router and
method for providing virtual local storage on remote SCSI
storage devices to Fibre Channel devices.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Typical storage transport mediums provide for a relatively
small number of devices to be attached over relatively short
distances. One such transport medium is a Small Computer
System Interface (SCSI) protocol, the structure and opera-
tion of which is generally well known as is described, for
example, in the SCSI-1, SCSI-2 and SCSI-3 specifications.
High speed serial interconnects provide enhanced capability
to attach a large number of high speed devices to a common
storage transport medium over large distances. One such
serial interconnect is Fibre Channel, the structure and opera-
tion of which is described, for example, in Fibre Channel
Physical and Signaling Interface (FC-PH), ANSI X3230
Fibre Channel Arbitrated Loop (FC-AL), and ANSI X3272
Fibre Channel Private Loop Direct Attach (FC-PLDA).

Conventional computing devices, such as computer
workstations, generally access storage locally or through
network interconnects. Local storage typically consists of a
disk drive, tape drive, CD-ROM drive or other storage
device contained within, or locally connected to the work-
station. The workstation provides a file system structure, that
includes security controls, with access to the local storage
device through native low level, block protocols. These
protocols map directly to the mechanisms used by the
storage device and consist of data requests without security
controls. Network interconnects typically provide access for
a large number of computing devices to data storage on a
remote network server. The remote network server provides
file system structure, access control, and other miscellaneous
capabilities that include the network interface. Access to
data through the network server is through network proto-
cols that the server must translate into low level requests to
the storage device. A workstation with access to the server
storage must translate its file system protocols into network
protocols that are used to communicate with the server.
Consequently, from the perspective of a workstation, or
other computing device, seeking to access such server data,
the access is much slower than access to data on a local

storage device.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

In accordance with the present invention, a storage router
and method for providing virtual local storage on remote
SCSI storage devices to Fibre Channel devices are disclosed
that provide advantages over conventional network storage
devices and methods.

According to one aspect of the present invention, a
storage router and storage network provide virtual local
storage on remote SCSI storage devices to Fibre Channel
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devices. A plurality of Fibre Channel devices, such as
workstations, are connected to a Fibre Channel transport
medium, and a plurality of SCSI storage devices are con-
nected to a SCSI bus transport medium. The storage router
interfaces between the Fibre Channel transport medium and
the SCSI bus transport medium. The storage router maps
between the workstations and the SCSI storage devices and
implements access controls for storage space on the SCSI
storage devices. The storage router then allows access from
the workstations to the SCSI storage devices using native
low level, block protocol in accordance with the mapping
and the access controls.

According to another aspect of the present invention,
virtual local storage on remote SCSI storage devices is
provided to Fibre Channel devices. A Fibre Channel trans-
port medium and a SCSI bus transport medium are inter-
faced with. A configuration is maintained for SCSI storage
devices connected to the SCSI bus transport medium. The
configuration maps between Fibre Channel devices and the
SCSI storage devices and implements access controls for
storage space on the SCSI storage devices. Access is then
allowed from Fibre Channel initiator devices to SCSI stor-

age devices using native low level, block protocol in accor-
dance with the configuration.

A technical advantage of the present invention is the
ability to centralize local storage for networked workstations
without any cost of speed or overhead. Each workstation
access its virtual local storage as if it work locally con-
nected. Further, the centralized storage devices can be
located in a significantly remote position even in excess of
ten kilometers as defined by Fibre Channel standards.

Another technical advantage of the present invention is
the ability to centrally control and administer storage space
for connected users without limiting the speed with which
the users can access local data. In addition, global access to
data, backups, virus scanning and redundancy can be more
easily accomplished by centrally located storage devices.

A further technical advantage of the present invention is
providing support for SCSI storage devices as local storage
for Fibre Channel hosts. In addition, the present invention
helps to provide extended capabilities for Fibre Channel and
for management of storage subsystems.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

A more complete understanding of the present invention
and the advantages thereof may be acquired by referring to
the following description taken in conjunction with the
accompanying drawings, in which like reference numbers
indicate like features, and wherein:

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a conventional network that
provides storage through a network server;

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of one embodiment of a storage
network with a storage router that provides global access
and outing;

FIG. 3 is a block diagram of one embodiment of a storage
network with a storage router that provides virtual local
storage;

FIG. 4 is a block diagram of one embodiment of the
storage router of FIG. 3; and

FIG. 5 is a block diagram of one embodiment of data flow
within the storage router of FIG. 4.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
INVENTION

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a conventional network,
indicated generally at 10, that provides access to storage
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through a network server. As shown, network 10 includes a
plurality of workstations 12 interconnected with a network
server 14 via a network transport medium 16. Each work-
station 12 can generally comprise a processor, memory,
input/output devices, storage devices and a network adapter
as well as other common computer components. Network
server 14 uses a SCSI bus 18 as a storage transport medium
to interconnect with a plurality of storage devices 20 (tape
drives, disk drives, etc.). In the embodiment of FIG. 1,
network transport medium 16 is an network connection and
storage devices 20 comprise hard disk drives, although there
are numerous alternate transport mediums and storage
devices.

In network 10, each workstation 12 has access to its local
storage device as well as network access to data on storage
devices 20. The access to a local storage device is typically
through native low level, block protocols. On the other hand,
access by a workstation 12 to storage devices 20 requires the
participation of network server 14 which implements a file
system and transfers data to workstations 12 only through
high level file system protocols. Only network server 14
communicates with storage devices 20 via native low level,
block protocols. Consequently, the network access by work-
stations. 12 through network server 14 is slow with respect
to their access to local storage. In network 10, it can Also be
a logistical problem to centrally manage and administer
local data distributed across an organization, including
accomplishing tasks such as backups, virus scanning and
redundancy.

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of one embodiment of a storage
network, indicated generally at 30, with a storage router that
provides global access and routing. This environment is
significantly different from that of FIG. 1 in that there is no
network server involved. In FIG. 2, a Fibre Channel high
speed serial transport 32 interconnects a plurality of work-
stations 36 and storage devices 38. A SCSI bus storage
transport medium interconnects workstations 40 and storage
devices 42. A storage router 44 then serves to interconnect
these mediums and provide devices on either medium
global, transparent access to devices on the other medium.
Storage router 44 routes requests from initiator devices on
one medium to target devices on the other medium and
routes data between the target and the initiator. Storage
router 44 can allow initiators and targets to be on either side.
In this manner, storage router 44 enhances the functionality
of Fibre Channel 32 by providing access, for example, to
legacy SCSI storage devices on SCSI bus 34. In the embodi-
ment of FIG. 2, the operation of storage router 44 can be
managed by a management station 46 connected to the
storage router via a direct serial connection.

In storage network 30, any workstation 36 or workstation
40 can access any storage device 38 or storage device 42
through native low level, block protocols, and vice versa.
This functionality is enabled by storage router 44 which
routes requests and data as a generic transport between Fibre
Channel 32 and SCSI bus 34. Storage router 44 uses tables
to map devices from one medium to the other and distributes
requests and data across Fibre Channel 32 and SCSI bus 34
without any security access controls. Although this exten-
sion of the high speed serial interconnect provided by Fibre
Channel 32 is beneficial, it is desirable to provide security
controls in addition to extended access to storage devices
through a native low level, block protocol.

FIG. 3 is a block diagram of one embodiment of a storage
network, indicated generally at 50, with a storage router that
provides virtual local storage. Similar to that of FIG. 2,
storage network 50 includes a Fibre Channel high speed
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serial interconnect 52 and a SCSI bus 54 bridged by a
storage router 56. Storage router 56 of FIG. 3 provides for
a large number of workstations 58 to be interconnected on
a common storage transport and to access common storage
devices 60, 62 and 64 through native low level, block
protocols.

According to the present invention, storage router 56 has
enhanced functionality to implement security controls and
routing such that each workstation 58 can have access to a
specific subset of the overall data stored in storage devices
60, 62 and 64. This specific subset of data has the appearance
and characteristics of local storage and is referred to herein
as virtual local storage. Storage router 56 allows the con-
figuration and modification of the storage allocated to each
attached workstation 58 through the use of mapping tables
or other mapping techniques.

As shown in FIG. 3, for example, storage device 60 can
be configured to provide global data 65 which can be
accessed by all workstations 58. Storage device 62 can be
configured to provide partitioned subsets 66, 68, 70 and 72,
where each partition is allocated to one of the workstations
58 (workstations A, B, C and D). These subsets 66, 68, 70
and 72 can only be accessed by the associated workstation
58 and appear to the associated workstation 58 as local
storage accessed using native low level, block protocols.
Similarly, storage device 64 can be allocated as storage for
the remaining workstation 58 (workstation E).

Storage router 56 combines access control with routing
such that each workstation 58 has controlled access to only
the specified partition of storage device 62 which forms
virtual local storage for the workstation 58. This access
control allows security control for the specified data parti-
tions. Storage router 56 allows this allocation of storage
devices 60, 62 and 64 to be managed by a management
station 76. Management station 76 can connect directly to
storage router 56 via a direct connection or, alternately, can
interface with storage router 56 through either Fibre Channel
52 or SCSI bus 54. In the latter case, management station 76
can be a workstation or other computing device with special
rights such that storage router 56 allows access to mapping
tables and shows storage devices 60, 62 and 64 as they exist
physically rather than as they have been allocated.

The environment of FIG. 3 extends the concept of a single
workstation having locally connected storage devices to a
storage network 50 in which workstations 58 are provided
virtual local storage in a manner transparent to workstations
58. Storage router 56 provides centralized control of what
each workstation 58 sees as its local drive, as well as what
data it sees as global data accessible by other workstations
58. Consequently, the storage space considered by the
workstation 58 to be its local storage is actually a partition
(i.e., logical storage definition) of a physically remote stor-
age device 60, 62 or 64 connected through storage router 56.
This means that similar requests from workstations 58 for
access to their local storage devices produce different
accesses to the storage space on storage devices 60, 62 and
64. Further, no access from a workstation 58 is allowed to
the virtual local storage of another workstation 58.

The collective storage provided by storage devices 60, 62
and 64 can have blocks allocated by programming means
within storage router 56. To accomplish this function, stor-
age router 56 can include routing tables and security controls
that define storage allocation for each workstation 58. The
advantages provided by implementing virtual local storage
in centralized storage devices include the ability to do
collective backups and other collective administrative func-
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